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ABSTRACT

In earlier work it has been found that the Alfvén and cusp (or slow)
continuous spectra can become unstable in toroidal geometry, as judged
from the linearized double adiabatic equations. In this paper the validi-
ty of fluid approaches to the present problem is investigated. The phy-
sical implications of the stability conditions are discussed.



1. INTRODUCTION

Thp existence of a continuous spectrum in a hot, magnetized plasma has
important implications for radio-frequency plasma heating. The phase velo-
city of two of the three main MHD waves, the Alfvén and slow (also cusp or
ion-acoustic)waves, goes to zero in the direction perpendicular to the equi-
librium magnetic field. Consequently these waves become localized on magne-
tic surfaces, where the resonant conditions of the respective wave dispersion
relation is met. Now, the presence of density- and magnetic field-gradients
gives rise to a continuous spectrum of "eigenmodes". However, since these
"eigenmodes" are basically different from the usual discrete modes (they re-
present mathematically a local kinetic energy that goes to infinity), some
physical mechanism must resolve the singularity of the continuous spectrum.

There are two main ways in which the singularity is resolved, either the
incoming wave changes character through mode conversion (which waves are
finally Landau-damped) or the wave energy is dissipated to the plasma, causing
local heating. Alfvén wave heating, e.g. relies entirely on absorption of
wave energy in the continuum. All this has been known in the literature for
almost a decade [1-5]. One of the reasons for continuing exploring the pro-
perties of wave continua is tnat resonance heating by Alfvén waves e.g. avoids
some of the complications of coupling tne wave energy to the plasma that
appears in the cyclotron-resom .ice heating schemes.

The continuous spectra in toroidal geometry with both a toroidal and a
poloidal magnetic field has been computed through linearization of the double
adiabatic equation [6]. The work of Ref [6] presents the basis for the dis-
cussions of this paper.

The motivation for choosing this plasma model and geometry was briefly
that intuitive arguments hinted at that a plasma description where VB*F t 0
and where the pressure is allowed to vary along the field lines would yield
an unstable continuum. These arguments will be discussed later. The MHD theo-
ry, however, predicts unstable modes only in the discrete spectrum.



We may briefly summarize earlier work in this field. Grad [7] found four

continuous spectra in a cylindri ;al, diffuse p4nch, using ideal one-fluid MHD.

It was later established by Appert and Gruber ijhat two of these ware only

apparent. There remained now the Alrvén- and cusp-continua. Goedbloed [4] pre-

fers to include also a continuum associated with the clusterpoint for the fast

magnetoacoustic wave el *"-*•»-. We will not be concerned with the magnetoacous-

tic "continuum" in this paper. It is also shown by Goedbloed that the continua

are preserved when passing over to a toroidal geometry; the slow- and Alfvén-

continua are now coupled by the toroidal magnetic field component, however.

Tataronis ana Grossmann [5], on the other hand, remain with the cylindrical

pinch but refine instead the plasma model. In the guiding centre (GC) plasma

model they found tnat the Alfvén-continuum remains, but that the slow conti-

nuum is resolved duo to the free streaming of gyrocentra along the magnetic

field lines. In its place appears a 'streaming continuum" associated with the

singularity of the perturbed velocity distribution function. A consequence of

this seems at first eight to be that, the potentially unstable cusp continuum

of Ref [6] dees not exist. We will comment OM this in Section 4.

The usefulness of the present results are twofold. Firstly a physical in-

sight into the implication* of the doujle-adiabatic theory is acquired. The re-

sult that the continua may become !-'nslable does not, however, call for an imme-

diate rigorous stabi"; i ty analysis ;ince the stability conditions, which will be

discussed later on, are usually fulfilled. Secondly, as detailed a model as pos-

sible is of importance for f>tudi??f. of resonance heating.

It is the purpose of this paper to discuss the validity of the double-adia-

batic approach, and to provide some of the physics governing double-adiabatic

continua in toroidal geometry. This will be the topics of Sections 2 and 3, res-

pectively.



MHD AND j)OUr*LE ADIABATICAFPROACHES

2 . 1 . Equi l

The equilibrium equations of the doub!e-adiabatic (or CGL after Chew,

Goldberger and Low [8]) ineory read

= V«p (1)

VxB - y Q j (2)

V - B ••• 0 (3)

where B is the equi'ihriuw magnetic i iold, j is the current density and

P is the pressure tensor. In an orthogonal coordinate? system it is always pos-

sible to express P 'or.fiT!> in the d, "jonal form
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so that p,, is the pressure along D and the pressure in the two directions

perpendicular to B is p,.

To solve Equations O)-(4) the arbitrary functions p,, and px must be

specified in terms of spatial coordinates or of magnetic flux-related entities.

The possible forms of these functions for stable equilibria are of course res-

tricted by transport and stability requirements. The mathematical method for

solving Eqs. (l)-(4; is quite different from that of ideal MHD [9] . In Ref. [61

the usual (ip.x.ft) coordinates are used, enabling an analysis without knowing

the equilibrium explicitly. If one wants to transform to spatial coordinates,

Eqs. tl)-(4) must be soived for the poloidöl flux function ty , from which the

poloidal angle coordinate" ;; is *oun<i by solving a first order partial differ-

ential equation !4i.



When p,, - p, tne 'qui 1 -Jb̂ iMm problem of double achabatic theory

becomes ident ica l w>th zhet •;>* idea! MfD, namely co solve the Grad-Shafranov

equation. Thiv 's e co me ;c"'^ce, since HI general the two models are not equi-

valent fo r p,, = p..

2.2. On Stability

Stability analysis o\ the double adiabatic equations in the p,, = p, li-

mit is not identical with ideal MHD stability analysis. The reason is the pre-

sence of two adiabatic equations of state in the double adiabatic theory. For

p., - p 2 these can be combined to yield the single adiabatic equation of state

of ideal MHD, b'it there is always ore extra e.diabatic equation to add to this

latter equation.

It now becomes of interest to compare the differential equations, obtained

from linearization, governing ;deal MHD dnd double adiabatic continua [ 6,103 .

For a purely poioidal field, f.g., it is easily demonstrated that the Alfvén con-

tinua become identical in the r,, - P_, ^ irrit, wheress the cusp continua do not.

The reason is tnat the Alfvc-n wave oscillates transversely with respect to the

equilibrium magnetic field lines and does not depend on the equations of state,

whilst the cusp wave is a compress ionai, i.e. longituainal, wave and is strongly

dependent on the equations of s*at<" for the mecium, just like sound waves are in

ordinary air.

Additionally we note that the Alfvén and cusp continua are always stable in

ideal MHD, whereas they may become unstable in the double-adiabatic model.

2*3* Criteria for Applicability_of_the Double Adiabatic Approximation

To substantiate a discussion of the validity of the double-adiabatic equa-

tions as applied to a laboratory plasma let us assume, as in Ref [6] , that we

are dealing vritn a hot ( -10 keV) plasma in a strong ( *1T) magnetic field with

a density in the ignition re^on { *10 m ). The largest characteristic fre-

quency we are dealing with hp.yi is that of th.-; (shear) Alfvén wave, which is in

the region I < w < ? MHz.



The reason J:.̂ ~ t u r n - • *• •• \ -V i v;u J:c ,. piasir.:; -iK^e! wi th anisotropy

when discussing a fusion p"i-.<.-.;tu> TS «..'vc.r~ Ideal MHD i ; based upon the assump-

t ions that trie k ' r-5 tn: b^ri-yi:^- of lhp- l iu l* r^ast.K ';? cor rect ly described

by an isotropic veloci ty d i s t r - b j t i c - , wV-ch is allowed to vary in space and

t ime, and '.hat the plasna beb'i•,*,>> ' ;-.e a r " u i d . Th.? approximation is va l id

in e i ther of two l i n n ' s , 'n ^h» c o'id p";a_;;iid model i:he the^rra! ve loc i t ies ara

neg l i g ib le , i'noiyinc; that, the r.-y.ie.m:':t motion or c?ri'c*e$ is f l u i d - l i k e . The

pressurs and heat flow ien^or c e ^ o ^ m > e l l becurne iaentica'i to zero. In a

coliision-domi'iate'-i ;)la^v;a roi ; i>'ons SOOJI reuix the nert ic ' ie d i s t r i bu t i on to

a MaxweHian and keep the pa^Uc'les ;1th;n t(;e f l u i d element. Heat f low becomes

negl ig ib le and th-a iTe^^ur^? U-^'-cr recedes d'iaj'.r.cl v;;th p,, = p, . Off-diagonal

elements (equ:va';:.-rit -o v :scr>si ty i J - neglected due to chat the f l u i d vp loc i -

t i e : of posi t 've 5,,d :>iqi i:\ii. ,jar';>c e i ä^e near";/ equal.

None of ..he K O I t1 two "•. ir-ti ts i s , r •'• oui these con.;ioeref!Oos, ^pproDriate fo r

a fusion plasma. A strong mag.--^i : f i t Id , however, taf;es the place of co l l i s i ons

in a col 1 i si or ie* : p::;^n? ii».- tu th?'. 'h- Dartir ' ! ; ' i become smal l ; the

par t ic les become f.'ec Cf ^ ^ *

t i c f i e l d in a ic;. plasma :, i •.•;.:

ions para i l t ' ' * a IG rK'i oenw.' • u

by c o l l i s i o n s , a fa'."< 4t.,c.t w

external source:, ov ptci/i v.w ci

t r i b u t i o n .

i>:'id i r r-. The poi^t •:> now t he t Ö strong magne-

nti^'weor t!ni ;'?trcpy "he motion a'ong the d i rec t -

' . ." -..o ••- ^'..gretic 1"̂  :" 'i arc now noc longer coupled

i\)<i ;..l v^Vic.e ide" ' MHO theory i f there were not

tciciuvie:: J^"' Id in - up an anisotropic pa r t i c l e d i s -

A plasiri subject to -id^yjäVlt <npreT' ior.. RF nesting or •'njection of fas t

ions or electrons ,s l i k e l y to be>-.c>ii* anisctvopic, au-3 to that d i f f e ren t species

of par t ic les are heated i i ff e ren t ' y . i f the- external source is switched o f f , i t

becomes appropriate to d is t inguish beween a paral k T i and perpendicular tempera

ture of the relaxed plasma- T i a sceac1/ state we must d is t inguish between a

heated Maxwellian, in q^en, a i i s o t r ^ p i c , background plasma and a fas t aniso-

t r o p i c , unreloxed par t i c le d i s t r i b u t i o n . A l l f l u i d models assume that the i n -

fluence of the lat ter is neg l i g ib le .

The simplest plesma irod^l i ' lc luuing arnsotropy iz the double adiabatic

approximation, JUSL "Mkt ,-i iot>-l MHi: t ; i : Vlasov mumert equations for perpendi-

cular d i rect ions may be i/uncr^-c r; the assu"!';.tion of negl ig ib le heat f low.

This is an adequate i/ssumpuon fcr n i r y app l ica t ions; the Larmor radius of the

ions is t yp i ca l l y much "oss tha., th;; i r ^ t i a l u i mens1' on s cf the plasma. For the

p a r a l l e l ! d i r ec t i on , the I'teovy •-, dr-,v^tdhle. To t - i i rc^U- thf moment equations

by assuming r <-; fj 1 i-ri!-• o oer-'! f 1 i :.-. t ; w r, •••••*• i^vw.'.'.-.r-: f i . r . c o l l i s i o n a l )



plasma must be assumed. The plasma must, on the other hand, be hot enough to
regain a parallel! pressure i p,,.

For pUsmas with a purely polo"dal field, i.e. closed field lines, it seems
that the double adiabat c approach may be better justified, however. Since the
parallel! heat flow is along closed trajectories, i.e. interacts with itself,
and interaction with perpendicular directions is small, the assumption of adia-
baticity surely is much more justified in this case. In Section 4 we will touch
upon the question whether or not an even more refined model (such as the guiding-
-centre model) is necessary for our purposes.

We have here discussed only a few of the relatively numerous requirements
posed for the validity of fluid descriptions of a fusion plasma. For both ideal
MHD and double-adiabatic theory the inequalities w « tt. « OJ must hold e.g.,
where Q, is the ion Larmor frequency and w_ is the plasma frequency. These
inequalities are satisfied here. For a discussion of other requirements, see
Ref [11].

Finally we mention the result [12] that it is necessary when describing plas-
ma waves to turn from ideal MHD to a theory with an anisotropic pressure tensor
when

« k2r2
L. « 1, (5)

where k is the wave number and r, . is the ion gyro radius.



3. THE CONTINUA

In toroidal geometry both the Alfvén and the cusp continuous spectra may
become unstable. This has been proven within the framework of double-adiabatic
theory [6]. We now turn to a discussion of the stability criteria. It should
be noted that both waves propagate along the equilibrium magnetic field.

A necessary and sufficient condition for the stability of the Alfvén con-
tinuum is

2
— + (Pi-P,,) > 0. (6)

This is the well-known "fire hose" stability condition, which can also be found
in cylindrical geometry. The corresponding instability is due to the centrifugal
force experienced by particles moving along the wave-shaped field lines. An al-
ternative' formulation of this criterion for a large class of equilibria is now
to be derived.

Assuming p,, = p,,(B) and pA = p.,.(BJ along the magnetic field, where B is
the undisturbed magnetic field strength, we may write Eq. (1) in the parallel!
direction

3P» (P..-PJ
= — — . (7)

9B B

From this equation it is easily seen that if p,,(3) = constant, we have Px = P,(,
and that p ^ B ) = p,,(B) implies that px = p« = p = constant. If we rewrite Eq.(7)
In the following way;

3B B Bd

1t becomes immediately apparent that p,,/B must decrease with increasing B so
as to make px positive. Finally we note that Eq. (7) together with the fire-hose
condition yield a condition on p,,;



(9)

for stability along B. Consequently p,, is not allowed to increase faster than
"" 2the magnetic pressure B /2u> along 6.

We now turn to the stability conditions for the slow (cusp) wave. A necessa-
ry condition for stability was found to be

B2 P?
~ + 2 Pi > — (10)
Mo 3pH *

This is exactly the same stability condition as that for the fast magnetoacoustic
wave moving nearly perpendicular to B, which also is called the "mirror" condi-
tion. The mirror instability arises from the mirror force (-pVB, where p is the
magnetic moment) which causes matter to flow into those parts of the wave where
the field is weak, pt increases and forces the field lines further apart, further
weakening the fielo, and so on. This condition is also present in a homogeneous
double adiabatic plasma; it involves no derivatives along field lines.

As mentioned in the Introduction, intuitive arguments point out that the cusp
continuum might be fluid unstable. This is also confirmed by the sufficient sta-
bility condition for the slow wave in the low-B limit

IB 3 P| vPl "3Pn /-Pi »Q n

n n B 3P,.B n *

which was derived in Ref [6]. Here the derivatives are along the (poloidal) mag-
netic field. For pB = px the L.H. side is always non-negative for Increasing
B according to Eq. (8), whereas the R.H, side 1s always negative; consequently
the criterion is always fulfilled in this limit. Obviously the stability condi-
tion (11) does not appear in a model where B • VB « G due to derivatives along
field lines. The inequality (11) has the physical Interpretation nat stability
1s favored when the magnetic moment density decreases as the field strength in-
creases. An alternative formulation Is found by assuming, as previously. pH=pH(B)
and p ^ p ^ B ) along the field lines. We can then cast condition (11) in the form



IF <r

by using Eq. (8). It is easily seen that for certain pM(B) the first L.H.
term can be made negative and that this criterion is more easily violated
than condition (10). The variation of p,, along the field lines gives rise
to an instability similar to that of a high-density liquid on top of a low-
density liquid in a gravitational field.



4. THE ALFVEN AND CUSP CONTINUA IN KINETIC THEORY

Grad [7] has developed the semi-kinetic guiding-centre (GC) plasma model.
Perpendicular to the equilibrium magnetic field the p'asma behaves like a fluid,
whereas the parallell motion of particles is given by a guiding center Vlasov
equation (zero Larmor radius, finite magnetic moment, f±) for each of the ion
and electron species. This theory was developed to better cope with the parallel!
dynamics of a plasma. The restriction of parallell adiabaticity is now removed,
and p, p,, and p± may now be computed as moments with respect to f*.

The GC approach has been used for investigating the validity of ideal MHD
theory when discussing wave propagation characteristics [5,13,14]. It has also
been applied to a derivation of continuous spectra in Refs [5,14]. In a cylindri-
cal GC model the Alfvén continuum persists, although stable. Since the Alfvén
continuum does not depend on any equation of state in the fluid theories, this
was no surprise. On the other hand it is concluded that the cusp continuum is
resolved in the GC theory, due to the presence of complex velocity- (or Cauchy-J
integrals. In its place appears a "streaming continuum" along B, defined on the
entire real w axis. The energy absorption process associated with this resonance
is transit time magnetic pumping (TTMP).

At .a closer view, however, the distinction between the cusp and streaming con-
tinua does not seem to be clear-cut. Obviously the cusp continuum is not recog-
nizable in the GC theory, but there still remains the possibility of it having
changed character. The streaming continuum arises, namely, from the same singula-
rities that appear in the Cauchy integrals. The singularities are the usual velo-
city space singularities that appear in the Vlasov description of the perturbed
parallel! velocity distribution. If the Cauchy-integrals are complex, which they
are 1n general, the zeroes of the spatially dependent coefficient in front of
the highest order derivative in the equation defining the presumtive continuum
becomes complex, not real. Therefore, the argument goes, the cusp continuum is
not found in GC theory.

In conclusion we find that for a plasma parameter region where both the
double-adiabatic and the GC theory are good approximations for the description
of wave propagation, intuition and the double-adiabatic theory seems to be at
conflict with the GC theory, as far as cusp continua is concerned. The conflict
may probably best be resolved by a GC analysis of a toroidal plasma.
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